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Understanding how populations of neurons encode
sensory information is of critical importance [1]. Cor-
relations between the activities of neurons are ubiqui-
tous in the central nervous system and, although their
implications for encoding and decoding of sensory
information has been the subject of arduous debates,
there is a general consensus that their effects can be
significant [2]. As such, there is great interest in
understanding how correlated activity can be regulated.
Recent experimental evidence has shown that corre-
lated activity amongst pyramidal cells within the elec-
trosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) of weakly electric fish
can be regulated based on the behavioral context:
these cells modulate their correlated activity depending
on whether the fish is performing electrolocation or
communication tasks without changing the mean firing
rate of their response [3]. Moreover, it was shown in
the same study that the changes in correlated activity
were correlated with changes in bursting dynamics.
In this work we explore the role of intrinsic bursting
dynamics on the correlated activity of ELL pyramidal
neurons. We use a combination of mathematical model-
ing as well as in vivo and in vitro electrophysiology to
show that bursting dynamics can significantly alter the
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Figure 1 Modeling results Output correlation coefficient, r, as a function of input correlation, c, for three different stimulus amplitudes in tonic
firing neurons A and bursting neurons B. As shown in the inset the correlation susceptibility (i.e. the ratio of output correlation r to input
correlation c) is roughly independent of stimulus amplitude s when the neurons are in the tonic firing mode but increases with stimulus
amplitude when the neurons are in the bursting firing mode.
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ability of neuronal populations to be correlated by
common input. In particular, our model predicts that
the ratio of output to input correlations (i.e. the correla-
tion susceptibility [4]) is largely independent of stimulus
amplitude when neurons are in the tonic firing model.
In contrast, we find that the correlation susceptibility
increases with stimulus amplitude when the neurons are
in the bursting mode (Fig. 1). We then performed in
vivo and in vitro experiments to verify this prediction.
Our results show that intrinsic dynamics have important
consequences on correlated activity and have further
revealed a potential coding mechanism for stimulus
amplitude through correlated activity.
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